The proposed Comprehensive Plan Amendment meets the criteria listed in Bellingham Municipal Code
20.20.30 A.
(1) The City has been an integral part of moving this forward, so we assume they have the
resources, including staff and budget, necessary to adequately and comprehensively
review the proposal within the time-frame of the annual review process; and
(2) The proposal meets one or more of the following criteria:
a. The Comprehensive Plan and Neighborhood Plan both address Barkley Village as an
urban village, but the formal urban village planning process and "official" designation of
urban village has not been completed.
b. The proposal demonstrates strong potential to serve the public interest by enabling
Barkley Village to fully implement many of the land use goals within the Comprehensive
Plan. To develop with predictable growth and provide more opportunity for businesses
and services; provide an increasing mix of housing types for all income levels, ages,
and abilities; develop an extensive multimodal transportation network; continue to add
public trails, parks, and open space; all while protecting critical areas, preserving
forested lands, and creating spaces to enable environmental interaction and education.
To flourish as a true sustainable urban village.
c. The public interest would be best served by the City considering this in the next
amendment cycle allowing needed growth to continue by remedying some of the
current zoning environment that does not accurately reflect the current vision of the
district for the City, or Barkley Village.
d. The amendment would allow the vision within the Comprehensive Plan and
Neighborhood Plan for Barkley Village to be solidified.

Talbot Real Estate, LLC (TRE) has been working over the past several years to formulate and implement a
Master Development plan that would, if approved and implemented, be intended to designate the area within
the Barkley Neighborhood known as Barkley Village, as an “official” urban village. Working along with City
staff, this proposal seeks a Comprehensive Plan Amendment, Planned Action Ordinance, and Development
Agreement that would create a true mixed-use zoning to remedy the many associated Planned Contracts
and zoning differences throughout the property boundaries. This proposal will allow for future predictable
growth, that will not only add to the vibrancy of Barkley Village, but be more streamlined and aligned with
the City’s goals for this area that are addressed in the Comprehensive Plan, Barkley Neighborhood Plan
and Urban Village Status Report. The proposal will be compatible with adjacent areas by providing uses
that compliment and expand neighboring uses. This will occur by integrating new roadways, parks, open
space, expanded pedestrian and bicycle access through a network of multimodal trails, all connecting with
the surrounding systems. The proposal will also provide community benefits through the preservation of
forested areas, enhancement of wetlands, creation of pedestrian trails for educational and health benefits.
The proposal of the Barkley Village boundaries includes approximately 255 acres. The proposed measures
will allow for the continued growth of economic vitality by creating opportunity for new businesses and living
wage jobs, while most importantly allowing for the planned growth of a diverse residential mix of housing
options affordable to a broad range of incomes. TRE has set strong goals for sustainability through its
Guiding Principles of “Green and Public Spaces”, “Equitable Housing”, and “Sustainable Buildings &
Neighborhood”. In addition, TRE has begun a partnership with Bioregional – One Planet Living (OPL). OPL
is an international organization helping to create eco-communities to build environmental resilience and take
local climate action.

